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Abstract 

The name Nirmal is gotten from one of the popular leaders of seventeenth century, Nimma Naidu. He was an 

extraordinary supporter of expressions and has energized the specialty of toy making that prospered during his 

period and acquired the importance to the town. Toy making is a limited scale industry around here. The wood 

utilized for toy making is teak and poniki (a remarkable delicate wood). The customary craft of Nirmal toys 

making is a 400-year-old fine art. This work of art has a place with the class of reasonable workmanship and 

was drilled by the Naqqash craftsmans who rose up out of Karnataka. These craftsmen were at first prepared by 

their seniors in the studios. The investigation of the actual components of the creatures, birds and the states of 

organic products were their underlying learning. This cleared way for the craftsmans to dominate their 

craftsmanship by accomplishing the flawlessness in the terms of extents that was displayed through the 

drawings. Hence the specialty of toys making rehearsed well and was created. Further these skilled workers 

families additionally thrived well in the current area. 

Introduction 

India is known for its handiworks and towns, and they generally go connected at the hip. So 

elite and particular are they in their procedure that these towns ordinarily loan their name to 

the art, independent of the structure they take. In Adilabad area of Telangana is a particularly 

Indian craftsman town, Nirmal, known for its works of art and delicate wood toy. Generally 

rehearsed by the Naqash (fret work) specialists of the fourteenth century, the Nirmal Art 

Form is an antiquated custom that has today converted into making toys and artistic creations 

from a locally accessible assortment of softwood, known as 'Poniki Chekka' (white sander 

wood). The toys cut from the delicate wood are made utilizing just native crude material. A 

combination of sawdust in tamarind seed glue, called Chinta Lappam, is utilized as a base to 

smoothen and carry shape to the toy, and furthermore to stick on its different parts. When 

dry, these get a last layer of splendid paint, regular likewise of the Nirmal Paintings. The 

most intricate are scenes of day to day existence from an Indian town, complete with the 

locals and their steers. You will likewise simply discover something in vogue looking like 

minimal key chains, matryoshka dolls, and even platters of paan.  

The craftsmen likewise make the compositions on a similar wood, with colors from nearby 

minerals, gums, and spices. The impact of Mughal miniaturist workmanship and the Ajanta 

and Kangra styles of painting is clear here. Nirmal Art had once prospered nearby, as recent 

rulers were extraordinary supporters of it. The Nizam of Hyderabad even stretched out 

support to the artistic expression to get complex household items for his family. Today, this 
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craftsmanship is gradually growing dim, as each passing age of craftsmans loses interest and 

moves onto better-paying, stable positions. There is likewise the lack of crude material to 

manage. White Sander trees require almost 20 years to develop, and the quickly exhausting 

backwoods are not making it any simpler. Regardless of this, there is an overall demeanor of 

pride and excitement apparent in the craftsmans. 

 

A toy at different stages of its completion 

 

An animal figure made from white sander wood and sawdust in tamarind seed paste. 

 

Final Product 

Every one of the specialists register with the craftsman co-employable society, The Nirmal 

Toys and Arts Industries Cooperative Society Ltd., and work inside its system. Each 

craftsman is alloted only one specific toy, which he makes in huge numbers and takes around 
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20 days to a month to finish. Craftsmans are allowed to pace out their work as long as they 

follow through on time. Along these lines, they need not stick to a tough day by day work 

schedule, making for an impartial and glad co-usable.  

Nirmal toys and artworks got the Geographical Indication Tag in 2009. These toys are 

accessible in Government Handicraft stores like Lepakshi and Cauvery. You can likewise 

submit a request straightforwardly with The Nirmal Toys and Arts Industries Cooperative 

Society Ltd. on 08734 – 242356. 

History - Nirmal 

Suitably called as the place that is known for toys, the little town of Nirmal is settled in the 

midst of slopes and woods of Adilabad, a locale in the province of Telengana. The little town 

which possesses a main spot in the handiworks guide of India is Nirmal; the place where 

there is specialties and craftsmanship. The forte of this craftsmanship is the use of 

straightforward articles, which are accessible locally in plenitude.  

This is the place where straightforward materials are changed into stunning artworks and 

articles of utility. This is the artistic expression, which started in fourteenth century. Under 

the illustrious support of then decision respectability Nirmal specialists have mastery in 

wooden etchings. The uniqueness of Nirmal creates is that nearby accessible materials are 

utilized. The rundown of Nirmal merchandise is perpetual yet the fundamental material 

utilized is wood whether it is furniture, toys, plaques, bangles, adornments boxes, screens or 

scaled down artworks. 

The craftsmen use indigenous mineral and vegetable dyes for colouring their products. They 

even produce gold covers from herbal extracts. Experimentation of colours resulted in many 

transformations. 

It is learnt that when this craft first started it was limited in its range. The first articles were 

based on figures and episodes from mythology and were purely art objects. But the dawn of 

17th century saw a new horizon of this art form. The local talent was exploited and articles of 

utility and decoration started to be manufactured. 

Legend says that the Nizams of Hyderabad were very much inclined by the Nirmal 

craftsman ship. 

Once during his visit to Nirmal The Nizam was given a colossal fabulous gladly received, 

every one of the skilled workers entertained themselves with adorning the scene; which 

incorporated a complicatedly planned banana bud whose petals were hued gold. This frivolity 

was suspended over the Nizam's seat, which spread out and showering course of brilliant 

shaded petals on The Nizam. The SomaKshatriyas or the woodcarving got the illustrious 

support of the overpowered Nizam.  
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The toys are comprised of locally accessible 'Ponki chekka' which is extremely light and 

adaptable and can be cut into wanted shape and size contingent on the toy to be made. Then, 

at that point different pieces of toy are stuck together by uncommonly pre-arranged paste and 

covered with chintalappam, which is ready from sawdust and bubbled tamarind seeds and 

covered with white dirt, which smoothens any edges and sorrows if any in the toys. The toys 

are then dried lastly hued with splendid tones. Generally natively pre-arranged shades are 

utilized for shading the toys, extremely uncommon and incidental utilization of engineered 

colors is finished. 

The creation of the divider plaques or the relics somewhat changes from that of making, toys. 

The wood, which is being utilized here, is teak, which is very much completed on machine 

prior to painting the predefined plan. Then, at that point the plaque is showered with Duco 

paint in the ideal foundation tone, the craftsman then, at that point paints not really settled 

plan. The nature of canvases is exceptionally high with mind boggling plans ,uncommon 

imaginativeness and expertise leading to stunning magnificence. Staying up with the quick 

changing patterns the Nirmal experts have created styles to suite the advanced taste without 

moving away from custom and complexity of the craftsmanship the things are contemporary 

in plan. Experimentation with colors has brought about tones, which are exceptionally 

elegant. 

Life of Craftman 

A specialist is a talented individual; an expert in what they do. For instance, somebody who is 

especially acceptable in making blown glass can be known as an expert. It doesn't make any 

difference what sort of thing somebody is doing. They're a skilled worker when they know 

their specialties well and are superior to many. All in all, they remain over the rest. To 

accomplish authority, experts make heaps of changes and monetary penances. They 

additionally penance a great deal of their time, rest, rest, and connections on account of their 

objective. For their purposes, they're doing extraordinary and they need to be better at it so 

they practice a great deal.  

They additionally put a blend of three significant components: custom, history, and 

development. They like to utilize demonstrated techniques, yet fuse recent trends also. This 

makes their work exceptional. Skilled workers like to design their undertaking cautiously, 

and they concentrate on the construction of the task first prior to continuing. Each task for 

them is one more approach to feature their ability.  

Specialists love what they're doing, and it transmits in their work. They give heaps of time 

and go through an incredible degree to assemble something. That is the reason they're glad 

for the pieces they did.  

Then again, you'll perceive an extraordinary show-stopper from a fake. You'll know the 

distinction between a common thing from a show-stopper. Incredible craftsmanship sets aside 
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time so the piece is of top notch. You can guess by the manner in which the art feels and 

look. There is something in particular with regards to it and you'll know it's a decent piece. 

Ultimately, skilled workers sure know their gifts. They work it well and many are in any 

event, sharing their insight. You'll know what a genuine skilled worker is the point at which 

you meet one since it will be noticeable all around they radiate. It's the means by which they 

bring themselves as well 

Online market for Nirmal Toys 

The Department of Posts has plans to advertise the dazzlingly created Nirmal toys on the web, a move 

pointed toward giving a lift to the well known however minuscule industry situated at Nirmal in 

Adilabad region. The Department has acquired assent towards this from the Nirmal Toys and Arts 

Industrial Cooperative Society, which takes care of the assembling and showcasing of the delicate 

wood toys, created by 40 Naqash craftsman families.  

"The pictures of the toys and important data will be shown on our site once our Circle office (AP 

Circle) at Hyderabad gives the thumbs up for internet promoting," says Adilabad Superintendent of 

Posts, A. Venkat Reddy. The showcasing will be done through the eshop online outlet.  

The work of the Postal Department, in any case, is certainly not a first in selling Nirmal toys on the 

web, a 400 years of age type of craftsmanship and art. A previous exertion by a private programming 

organization from Hyderabad, which planned a site for the reason in March, has gone abegging for a 

straightforward explanation, which shows the financial state of the craftsmans. "We have not sold 

even one toy online in light of the fact that we can't buy containers to pack the things," uncovers B.R. 

Shankar, chief of the Society. "If by some stroke of good luck we could buy a machine to make 

containers," he kind of verbally processed. "The proposal of the Department of Posts to sell our items 

has by and by restored trust for the business," the chief sees in an excited tone. "I'm sure this will 

tackle the issue of pressing the toys," he adds. 

 

Future Scope 

More than 50 families of artisans, which are dependent on the craft for their livelihood for ages, are 

facing a bleak future now. It has become increasingly difficult for them to continue in the age-old 

profession in the wake of severe scarcity of Poniki or white sander wood, the vital raw material for the 

eco-friendly toys. The long gestation period of Poniki tree species is a major hindrance to grow it in 
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the forest to meet the softwood requirements of Nirmal artisans. Hence, alternative measures need to 

be taken to augment the supply of Poniki wood. Otherwise, the unique tradition is set to be extinct 

soon rendering the artisans jobless. 

Conclusion 

Nirmal canvases are well known for a long time and the public authority of Telangana is putting forth 

all attempts for advancing a worldwide personality for the one-of-its-sort Nirmal Paintings and 

craftsmanships. The Nirmal toys are accepted to be an ideal property for innovative living spaces, 

office spaces, and craftsmanship displays on the grounds that it isn't considered as simply one more 

show piece around the sides of the house. The custom of toy making by these craftsmans isn't just an 

issue of scholastic interest for specialists from everywhere the world yet in addition its memorable 

presence that has made these toys a brand in themselves. These craftsmans are not just dedicated to 

advancing the travel industry of the state however to spread its boundless sparkle across the world 

from its actual beginning. 
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